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Tuned to 
Resonance

number of promising technologies 
can be found today in the market-

place of reconfigurable filter ideas. 
They range from sub-mm-scale 

acoustic filters, lumped ele-
ments, two-dimensional resonators, and 
full three-dimensional solutions. From a 
system perspective, an equally diverse 
pool of communication, radar, elec-
tronic warfare, and sensing systems 
need reconfigurable filters. Despite a 
strong demand for such filters though, 
it is not easy to identify a technology 
that satisfies all requirements. While 
it is relatively straightforward to satisfy 
one or two important specifications such 
as low loss or high selectivity, it is often 
quite challenging to simultaneously 
satisfy all of them. For instance, this 
is particularly true when low power 
consumption, small form factor, 
and low loss become simultane-
ously critical decision factors. 
Several combinations of such 
factors can result in necessary 
design tradeoffs with no obvious 
solutions. Table 1 summarizes 
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several common deciding factors in selecting a recon-
figurable filter technology. 

The situation becomes even more demanding when 
we don’t restrict our focus on frequency-tunable filters, 
which are the most common class of reconfigurable fil-
ters, but we rather consider transfer-function-adaptive 
filters that have the capability to reconfigure their 
entire transfer function. For example, when a radio-
frequency (RF) tunable filter is reconfigured to reject 
multiple frequency- and amplitude-unknown interfer-
ers, tuning its center frequency may be insufficient. As 
a result, it may be necessary to reconfigure its entire 
transfer-function in the field.

It is important to recognize that existing technol-
ogy capabilities allow for such filters to be designed 
and implemented with cost-effective fabrication tech-
niques. The evanescent-mode cavity filter technology 
is one of the best examples to demonstrate this. This 
is because it provides a natural optimization of most 
of the critical features summarized in Table 1. For 
example, it provides a wide tuning range (>2:1) with 
a graceful quality factor degradation in a relatively 
small form factor. 

Fundamental Technology Characteristics 
The evanescent-mode cavity resonator is the first criti-
cal building block of the presented technology. Such 
a resonator can be constructed by inserting a metallic 

obstacle (post) in the middle of the cavity (Figure 1). 
This cavity-loading technique has been well known 
and has resulted in a whole generation of hand-tuned 
filters in the 1970s until today [1]–[17]. In fact, research-
ers also refer to this technology as coaxial or combline 
resonators. However, heavily loading the resonator 
with a post that nearly touches the top cavity wall 
results in three main effects:

 • Miniaturization: For example, a loaded 2 2#  
mm1 3#  cavity with a . . . mm0 5 0 5 0 99 3# #  center 

post resonates at 18.6-GHz (Q 700= ), while the 
same cavity resonates at 106-GHz without the 
post. This represents a 97% volume reduction in 
the sense that a 18.5-GHz unloaded cavity would 
be . . mm11 4 11 4 1 3# #  ( , ) .Q 1 800=  These are 
depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

 • Tuning: The existence of the post allows for 
the electric field to be concentrated in an area 
that is amenable to practical tuning means. For 
example, approximately 91% of the electric field 
energy is concentrated over the post area in the 
aforementioned loaded mm2 2 1 3# #  cavity 
with a . . . mm0 5 0 5 0 99 3# #  center post. A tun-
ing element such as a bendable diaphragm can be 
inserted at this point of concentrated electric field, 
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Figure 1. Electric field distribution in the loaded cavity 
resonator ).18.6(f GHz-0 =  
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Figure 2. Electric field distribution in the unloaded cavity 
resonator ).18.6(f GHz-0 =  

Table 1. Reconfigurable filter technology:  
Common deciding factors.

Insertion loss and return loss

Isolation and ultimate rejection

Bandwidth and selectivity

Transmission zeros: existence and tunability

Form factor (volume, footprint, weight)

RF power handling

Power consumption

Linearity

Tuning speed

Control mechanism and implementation circuitry

Fabrication, assembly, and tuning cost

Integration with other technologies (e.g., CMOS)

Filter input impedance versus tuning

Analog versus digital tuning

Vibration, shock, temperature sensitivity

Reliability (cycling, constant loading)

Tuning voltage noise immunity
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and can greatly influence the resonant frequency 
with a small displacement. Resonators have been 
demonstrated which exhibit a 4:1 tuning range 
by displacing a microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) diaphragm by 15 nm [2].

 • Wide spurious free range: It is possible to design 
loaded resonators with a greater than 35:1 spuri-
ous free range [3] while the spurious free range 
of a typical unloaded cavity resonator is less than 
2:1 (Figures 3 and 4).

Fabrication Technologies:  
From Sub-GHz to W-Band
Tunable evanescent-mode cavity resonators consist of 
cavities loaded with tunable capacitive objects, and as 
such they can take many forms and can be realized with 
different fabrication techniques. The various fabrication 
techniques offer tradeoffs in term of complexity, perfor-
mance, reliability, and cost. The most common fabrica-
tion method of evanescent cavity-based filters is based 
on the principles of substrate-integrated waveguides. 
Cavities loaded with capacitive posts are established by 

creating a boundary of metalized via holes, and elec-
tromechanical actuators such as piezoelectric trans-
ducers or flexible RF MEMS diaphragms are attached 
to the top of the cavity with a small gap of a few µm 
between the capacitive post and the actuator (Figures 5 
and 6). Changing this gap modifies the loading capaci-
tance of the resonator, and with careful choice of initial 
gap the frequency of the resonator can be very widely 
tuned (3.5:1 is reported in [5]) with only tens of microns 
of actuator displacement. This robust and proven fabri-
cation method offers good performance and has been 
used to create multiplexers [6], bandpass and band-
stop filters [4], [10]–[16], filter cascades [14], and high-
efficiency tunable RF power amplifiers [17]. It has the 
advantage of relative simplicity, as it can be fabricated 
using readily available machining tools. However, the 
limited precision of such tooling has limited filters 
based on this technology to <6–10-GHz. 

In an effort to overcome the limitations of the 
substrate-integrated waveguide fabrication technol-
ogy, a push has recently been made toward fabri-
cating tunable evanescent-mode filters with silicon 

Figure 3. First spurious mode of loaded cavity ).152(f GHz-1 =  

Figure 4. First spurious mode of unloaded cavity  
).29.4(f GHz-1 =  
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Figure 5. A tunable substrate-integrated waveguide-based 
evanescent-mode filter. The cavities and posts are defined 
by metalized vias, and a custom MEMS electrostatic 
actuator is implemented to enable wide tuning range. 
(Drawing originally from [4]).
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Figure 6. W-Band tunable bandstop-configured resonator 
featuring a low-voltage MEMS electrostatically actuated 
tuning element, a capacitive post, and cavity fabricated 
using high-precision silicon wet-etching techniques. 
(Drawing originally from [25].)
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micromachining techniques. The well-characterized 
silicon micromachining methods which have been 
employed for many years in the fabrication of MEMS 
can yield very precise devices, in some cases with 
submicron critical dimensions. This degree of pre-
cision has enabled record-performance resonators, 
with reported results such as a 6–24-GHz resonator 
with a quality factor of 300–1000 [2], [24], and a 70–80-
GHz resonator with a quality factor of over 400 [25]. 
The batch fabrication aspect of silicon micromachin-
ing lends filters based on such technology the poten-
tial to be mass-produced at low cost. These filters 
have the additional advantages of a) silicon-to-silicon 
integration, and b) contact-free operation that makes 

them immune to contact-based failures commonly 
found in RF MEMS switches. Additional research is 
needed to find optimal tradeoffs between fabrication 
parameters, mechanical/thermal performance, and 
RF characteristics. 

An additional class of evanescent-mode filter 
technology combines conventionally machined cavi-
ties with RF-MEMS tuning elements such as cantile-
ver-beams (Figure 7) [18], RF-MEMS varactors [19], 
or switched capacitor networks [20]. This technology 
utilizes relatively straightforward and well-charac-
terized MEMS fabrication of cantilever actuators 
and capacitors, and has yielded devices with moder-
ately high-quality factors and tuning ranges.

From the Coupling Matrix to  
Practical Implementations
Of the multiple theoretical methods used to design 
filters, the coupling matrix is one of the most power-
ful for the design of practical reconfigurable filters 
[26]. The coupling matrix method models all resona-
tors of a filter to be identical (although they may reso-
nate at different frequencies), which is advantageous 
in fabrication, while completely specifying a filter’s 
transfer function through the adjustment of coupling 
values between identical resonators. The method also 
provides simultaneous solution of all of the theoreti-
cal filter design parameters, removing the need for 
element-by-element solving associated with some fil-
ter design techniques. Finally, the coupling matrix pro-
vides an intuitive way to show which parameters must 
be changed in order to reconfigure a filter’s transfer 
function from one type to another. It will therefore be 
used to both design and describe reconfigurable filters 
in this article.

The coupling matrix method involves formulat-
ing the frequency- and port-impedance-normalized 
model of a filter network shown in (1).

 .Z R jM U= + +  (1)

In (1), Z  is the imped-
ance matrix of the net-
work, R  models the 
resistive terminations of 
external ports to the net-
work, j  is the square root 
of -1, and U  models the 
frequency behavior of 
the resonators. M  mod-
els the coupling between 
network elements and 
is named the coupling 
matrix. Matrices for the 
example two-pole band-
stop filter shown in Fig-
ure 8 are shown in (2).

Brass

Hole

GoldMEMS Cantilever

Figure 7. A conventionally machined evanescent-mode 
cavity loaded with three MEMS cantilever tuning 
elements. (Drawing after [18].)
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Figure 8. A separated view of a substrate integrated evanescent-mode cavity two-pole 
bandstop filter, its coupling-routing diagram, and its coupling matrix.

Achieving a widely tunable, low-
power, and high-Q resonator with 
wide spurious free range in a mobile 
form factor is possible with the 
evanescent-mode cavity technology. 
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(2)

Note that the 1 s in the R  matrix correspond to 
ports with normalized 1 Ω impedance and that the 

’s s  in the U  matrix represent ,j~  where ~  is radian 
frequency. M ,a b  values represent coupling from net-
work element a  to network element ,b  where net-
work elements can be ports, resonators, etc. The 
relative strengths and signs of the M ,a b  values spec-
ify the filter transfer function in this formulation. 
The transfer function of the network can be solved 
for from (1) and matched to the desired filter poly-
nomial response.

Figure 8 shows a separated view of a two-pole 
bandstop filter that uses evanescent-mode cavity reso-
nators, its coupling-routing diagram, and its coupling 
matrix. In order to physically realize such a filter from 
a coupling matrix, each coupling value, ,M ,a b  must be 
extracted from simulations. External coupling values, 
which are represented as M ,S 1  and M ,L2  in the matrix 
in Figure 8, can be extracted from the phase response 
of a simulation of a resonator with a single port. After 
de-embeding the port face so that the 0° phase cross-
ing is at the resonant frequency, M ,S 1  can be deter-
mined from 

 ,f f M ,S2 1 1
2 D- =  (3)

where f f2 1-  is the difference in frequency between 
the positive and negative 90° phase points around reso-
nance in the S11  response and D  is the design fractional 
bandwidth. Interresonator coupling values, which are 
represented as M ,1 2  in the matrix in Figure 8, can be 
extracted from the magnitude response of a simula-
tion of two resonators each with a weakly coupled port. 
M ,1 2  can be determined from 

 ,f f M ,2 1 1 2D- =  (4)

where f f2 1-  is the difference in frequency between 
the peaks in the weakly coupled S21  response and D  
is the design fractional bandwidth. Using simulation 
and (1)–(4), one can design and describe many types of 
reconfigurable filters.

Center-Frequency-Tunable Filters
Filters with tunable center frequencies are probably 
the simplest class of reconfigurable filters and can 
be implemented by integrating frequency-tunable 
resonators with traditional filter synthesis methods. 
When designing filters whose only reconfigurabil-
ity is center-frequency tuning, the most important 
design objectives are typically low insertion loss, 
high selectivity, and retaining a desired filter shape 
over a wide tuning range. Meeting such require-
ments necessitates the use of resonators which 
maintain high-quality factor over a wide tuning 
range—characteristics which are uniquely provided 
by evanescent-mode cavity resonators. Tunable eva-
nescent-mode resonators are typically capable of 
achieving quality factors between 500 and 1,000 and 
tuning ranges greater than 2:1 (Figure 9). This repre-
sents an order of magnitude improvement over tun-
able microstrip resonators, whose quality factors are 
often around 50–100 for similar tuning ranges. These 
high-performance characteristics make evanescent-
mode resonators well suited for applications in low 
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Figure 9. A 3-6-GHz evanescent-mode bandpass filter. This filter features a very narrow and nearly constant 0.5% 
fractional bandwidth, while maintaining less than 4-dB of insertion loss across its tuning range [29].
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loss, widely tunable filters. Figures 10 and 11 present 
a summary of the performance obtained by state-of-
the-art tunable filters.

One primary drawback 
of the current generation 
of center frequency tun-
able filters is the difficulty 
in maintaining constant 
filter shape across their 
tuning range. The frequen-
cy-dependent variation of 
external and interresona-
tor couplings causes the 
bandwidth to change and 
the transfer function to de-
grade as the filter’s center 
frequency is tuned. This 
becomes increasingly prob-
lematic as the tuning range 

is increased, with some examples showing more than 
a 300% increase in fractional bandwidth over a 1.5:1 
tuning range [27]. This problem has been addressed 
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Figure 10. Tunable bandpass filter examples. (a) 2.4–2.6-GHz tuning range, 1% fractional bandwidth with 4.9–3.2-dB 
insertion loss. Extracted Q = 350–500 [19]. (b) 23–35-GHz tuning range, 0.9–4.0% bandwidth with 4.2–1.5-dB insertion 
loss. Extracted Q = 550–750 [27]. (c) 6.7–20.5-GHz tuning range, 10–17% bandwidth with less than 0.66-dB insertion loss 
across tuning range. Extracted Q = 380–1010 [28]. (d) 5.0–5.2-GHz tuning range, 0.5% bandwidth with less than 2.8-dB 
insertion loss. Extracted Q = 550–800 [22]; see also [44] for this technology.
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by the use of tunable couplings [29], but this increases 
design and fabrication complexity and requires ad-
ditional control voltages. It is often desirable to use 
coupling structures which have little or no variation 
with frequency.

Filter Cascades for Interference Mitigation
While the filters presented in the previous section 
have wide tuning ranges, high-quality factors, and 
innovative fabrication technologies, there may be 
applications where higher and more targeted iso-
lation are required. Additionally, as cognitive and 
spectrally aware radio architectures are advanced, 
they may become capable of determining the loca-
tion of interfering signals in the spectrum that have 
the highest chance of adversely affecting a receiver. 
While the filters in the previous section would allow 
a receiver to shift its operating frequency to a band 
that was away from the strongest interference, such 
a strategy might not provide sufficient isolation or 
may require unattractive performance tradeoffs in 
order to obtain the required amounts of isolation. 
For example, when strong interferers appear near 
the passband, a filter may have to contain a large 
number of poles in order to provide enough attenu-
ation of the strong interference. While such a design 
is often used, it also adds significant insertion loss 
to the filter response.

In scenarios with few strong interferers, cascades of 
bandpass and bandstop center-frequency-tunable fil-
ters offer the significant advantage of lower insertion 
loss while still providing large amounts of targeted 

isolation. For example, a two-pole bandpass filter 
could be cascaded with a two-pole bandstop filter 
using a 180° transmission line. This configuration is 
shown in Figure 12(a).

The coupling matrix for this circuit is shown in Fig-
ure 12(b). Note that a  and c  are scaling factors that 
allow the bandpass and bandstop filters to have differ-
ent design bandwidths [14]. A synthesized frequency-
scaled and shifted response is shown in Figure 12(c), 
where the bandpass filter and the bandstop filter have 
different bandwidths. The two-pole bandpass filter 
response at 3-GHz has a low-loss passband and pro-
vides some isolation from frequencies away from the 
passband. However, if this amount of isolation is not 
adequate for a large signal, a bandstop response can 
be tuned to the frequency of the large signal, signifi-
cantly increasing the local attenuation. In Figure 12(c), 
the attenuation is increased from approximately 40-dB 
to very deep attenuation over a narrow bandwidth.

The passbands and notch stopbands in configu-
rations such as the one in Figure 12 can be tuned 
over wide frequency ranges while still producing 
responses similar to the one in Figure 12(c). Although 
issues can arise from resonances of the connecting 
transmission line or impedance mismatch between 
the output impedance of the bandpass filter and the 
input impedance of the bandstop filter, the passbands 
and notch stopbands can be tuned over an octave fre-
quency range with minimal impact on performance. 
Figure 13(a) shows that the notch can be tuned from 
the frequency where the interfilter transmission line 
is 99° long to the frequency where it is 261° long while 
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maintaining isolation within 20-dB of the maximum 
value when it is 180° long.

Figure 13(b) shows the synthesized superim-
posed responses that were used to extract the 
data in Figure 13(a). Note that deep additional 
isolation is present at most notch frequencies, 
with resonances occurring in designable, narrow 
frequency bands. Notches with different input 
impedance in the stopband could be cascaded to 
enable notches at all frequencies in a bandpass 
filter’s stopband.

Figure 14 shows measured results of the filter cas-
cade described in [14] that verify the targeted deep 
isolation advantage of bandpass-bandstop filter cas-
cades. Up to 100-dB isolation is achieved over a narrow 
bandwidth, which has potential to be useful in high 

dynamic range spectrums and simultaneous transmit 
and receive systems.

Bandpass-to-Bandstop Filters
The previous section showed that combinations of 
filters can provide unique responses that are advanta-
geous in some spectral environments. With the high 
performance of modern switching and tuning ele-
ments at RF and microwave frequencies, it has become 
possible to create filters that can be electronically 
reconfigured to provide multiple types of frequency 
responses on demand using a single set of resonators 
and coupling structures. One example is a filter that 
can reconfigure its response from a bandpass response 
to a bandstop one. This reconfiguration capability is 
shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 shows conceptual responses from a filter 
that can both tune its center frequency and response 
type. The response type depends on the state of an 
electronic switch. An example of a fabricated filter 
with this capability can be seen in Figure 16(a). The 
filter is composed of a layer of Rogers TMM10i sub-
strate that contains the source-to-load transmission 
line and a Radant RMSW303 switch that is used to 
toggle the source-to-load coupling from a value of one 
to a value of approximately zero. Combined with the 
bandstop response described in [32] and switchable 
external coupling, this switch enables a bandpass-
to-bandstop response and the coupling-routing dia-
gram in Figure 16(b). Note that the external coupling 
changes as a result of the designed length between the 
MEMS switch and the coupling slot. The amount of 
signal reflected to the coupling slot changes when the 
switch state changes, and therefore the external cou-
pling changes. Bandpass-state measured responses 
for the filter in Figure 16(a) can be seen in Figure 16(c). 
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The filter is capable of tuning from below 2-GHz to 
3.8-GHz with a 1.06% fractional bandwidth and 2.4–
4.9-dB insertion loss. Stopband isolation is as high as 
37-dB. Figure  16(d) shows measured bandstop-state 
responses for the filter in Figure 16(a), where up to 
55-dB attenuation was obtained. Stopband perfor-
mance of the bandpass filter and passband perfor-
mance of the bandstop filter near 4-GHz degrade due 
to poor grounding of the MEMS switch.

Bandpass-to-bandstop filters offer microwave sys-
tems interesting, new reconfiguration tradeoffs. For 
example, if the filter is in bandpass mode receiving a 
signal at f0  as in Figure 17(a), and a high-priority signal 
appears at ,f f0 D+  it may not be desirable to wait until 
the bandpass filter can tune to f f0 D+  because impor-
tant information would be lost. Instead, the filter can 
quickly switch to bandstop mode to receive the signal 
at f f0 D+  at the cost of the receiver being open to a wide 
range of spectrum as shown in Figure 17(b). Another case 

would be a signal with changing 
bandwidth. Due to the tunable 
resonators and coupling theory 
employed, the bandstop response 
can reconfigure its bandwidth as 
shown in Figure 17(c) and (d).

Switchless Bandstop-to-
All-Pass Filters
The bandpass-to -bandstop 
filter could be employed in a 
system with both narrowband 
and wideband modes of opera-
tion. Some systems that con-
tinuously operate over a wide 
bandwidth would benefit from 
bandstop filter responses that 
could be added to a low-loss 
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passband on demand and removed when interference 
subsided. Such systems could use switched bandstop 
filters to gain this capability, but the switch loss would 
directly affect the system’s passband over the entire 
bandwidth, reducing system sensitivity. Instead, it 
would be more beneficial if the filter could reconfigure 
between bandstop and all-pass responses without the 
use of switches as shown in Figure 18.

Such a filter can be found in [15], and its coupling-
routing diagram and photographs can be seen in Fig-
ure 19. The coupling-routing diagram shows that there 
are two paths from the source port to the load port, 
and the two paths are the key enabler of a switchless 
bandstop-to-all-pass response. In the all-pass state, the 
filter is designed so that the two paths from source to 
load have the same phase shift when the resonators are 
tuned to the same frequency. This condition results in 
constructive interference between the two source-to-
load paths, and an ideal all-pass response results if 
the loss of both paths is the same. To reconfigure the 
filter to the bandstop response, the resonators must 
be slightly tuned away from each other in frequency. 
When the resonators are offset-tuned away from the 
desired center frequency of a notch response, their 
off-resonance reactance contributes to the response at 
the center frequency. Since the resonators are slightly 
tuned in opposite directions away from the center fre-
quency, a 180° phase difference develops relative to the 
synchronously tuned case of the all-pass mode. There-
fore, the first source-to-load path will become 180° 
out of phase with the second source-to-load path, and 
destructive interference will result. If the magnitude of 
the signals in each path is equal, zero signal will prop-
agate through the filter at the center frequency. Figure 
19 shows a substrate-integrated evanescent-mode cav-
ity filter that is tuned using piezoelectric actuators. A 
transmission line provides one source-to-load path, 

while coupling through the substrate-integrated reso-
nators provides the other path.

Superimposed measurements of the filter shown 
in Figure 19 can be seen in Figure 20. The filter is con-
tinuously tunable from 2.75-GHz to 3.05-GHz, and 
continuous variation of the attenuation level from  
2.1-dB to over 70-dB is possible at all frequencies in 
the tuning range. While the resonators have relatively 
high-Q (540), the resonator source-to-load path has 
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more loss than the transmission line source-to-load 
path, which results in imperfect constructive inter-
ference in the all-pass state and a minimum inser-
tion loss of 2.1-dB at the center frequency. Finally, it 
is important to note that changing between all-pass 
and bandstop filter shapes requires only very slight 
frequency tuning of the resonators. Subject to the 
tuning speed of the resonators used in a particu-
lar implementation of a bandstop-to-all-pass filter, 
the filter shape could be re-optimized very quickly 
should the spectrum or signals of interest change. 
Such capability would be useful in wide bandwidth 
systems that require signal equalization.

Field-Programmable Filter Arrays
Beyond filters that can reconfigure their responses 
between a few response types, it would be ideal to 
have a filter that could be reconfigured between any 
physically possible filter responses on demand. This 
type of filter is called the field-programmable filter 
array (FPFA). An FPFA would require complete con-
trol of all coupling values between all resonators in the 
filter. A coupling structure that enables electric field 
coupling, magnetic field coupling, or a zero coupling 
state would accomplish this goal. With complete con-
trol of coupling values, resonators could be added to 
or isolated from the circuit on demand, and resona-
tors that are part of the circuit could be used to create 
any filter response of that order. In addition, resona-
tors could be added into the response in nonstandard 
ways to produce specialized frequency responses. For 
example, consider the six-resonator array shown in 
Figure 21(a) [33].

Figure 21(a) shows a six-resonator FPFA configured 
to give a two-pole response by isolating four resona-
tors. Figure 21(b) shows that instead of merely isolat-
ing resonators 1, 2, 5, and 6, they can be added to the 

circuit with coupling and tuning specifications that 
produce notches in the response. A measurement with 
a two-pole passband that shows this type of response 
can be seen in Figure 21(c).

A simulation model of the six-resonator array 
of tunable substrate-integrated evanescent-mode 
cavity resonators can be seen in Figure 22. Each 
resonator has a port and is coupled to each adja-
cent resonator through a switched coupling struc-
ture that has ten unique coupling states that include 
capacitive, inductive, and zero values [33]. A close-
up view of a coupling structure can be seen in the 
right image of Figure 22. The structure implements 
current probes that reverse the direction of the cur-
rent in the iris between resonators when they are 
switched into the circuit, producing a wide array of 
coupling values [33].

The FPFA in Figure 22 is capable of multiple 
other response types. Figure 23(a) shows four-pole 
responses that were obtained by isolating resona-
tors 5 and 6 with zero coupling. The FPFA is capable 
of adding and removing transmission zeros to this 
response on demand, enabling a dynamic isolation-
group delay tradeoff that can be optimized for the 
current situation.

The FPFA shown in Figure 22 can be accurately 
modeled with the coupling matrix. Figure 23(b) 
shows measured versus synthesized responses of 
the FPFA, where the synthesized response uses the 
bandwidth and frequency scaled version of the M  
matrix in (5). Note that the M  values in (5) are set 
to values that were extracted from measurement of a 
weakly coupled set of two resonators. A combination 
of measurement and synthesis enables one to deter-
mine all of the available responses that an FPFA can 
provide for the optimization of a system’s front-end 
frequency response.
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Conclusion and  
Future Steps
The evanescent-mode tunable 
filter RF MEMS technology 
has matured and scales favor-
ably at least up to W band. This 
technology has showed con-
sistent high-Q performance 
(>400–1,000) and wide tuning 
range (>2:1) from L- to W-band. 
Besides frequency-agile filters, 
a number of new filter synthesis 
techniques have been developed 
that allow in-the-field recon-
figuration of the filter transfer 
function. This includes center 
frequency control, bandwidth 
control, and dynamic allocation 
of transmission zeros at arbi-
trary frequencies. Furthermore, 
bandpass-to-bandstop transfor-
mations with tunable resonator 
arrays and switchable coupling 
sections have been demon-
strated. Such concepts have also 
been extended to field-program-
mable filter-arrays with recon-
figurable coupling structures 
that enable electric field cou-
pling, magnetic field coupling, 
or zero coupling states.

These important advances 
have opened the door for some 
areas of research to become par-
ticularly relevant today. The 
first one is related to controlling 
these filters. Open- or closed-
loop control could be preferable 
depending on the performance 
requirements and power budget 
of the system. Open-loop control 
could be based on simple look-up 
tables that may need to be com-
pensated for temperature varia-
tions. However, the effectiveness 

of this technique will depend on the overall robustness 
and stability of the filter. On the other hand, closed-loop 
control may be preferable when the highest possible 
performance is required. Nevertheless, this may come 
with increased power requirements and system com-
plexity. Reliability and stability of the RF MEMS tuners 
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We are in the post tunable-filter era. 
Transfer-function-adaptive filters can 
now be designed and implemented.
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is a key determining factor in the issue of control for 
such filters. Preliminary results are very encouraging in 
this area. Specifically, it seems that after an initial burn-
in period, even gold-based tuners tend to remain stable 
for over 100 million cycles [27]. Lack of contact-induced 
failures and the anticipated rapid growth in this area 
are expected to improve these significantly. 

Power handling, linearity, vibration, and tuning 
speed are also areas of significant interest in these 
filters. All these requirements are tightly inter-
linked and often need to be simultaneously consid-
ered. For example, linearity depends on the applied 
RF power to the filter and the desired tuning range. 
Tuning speed is a function of the filter’s unloaded 
quality factor and desired tuning range. In addi-
tion to the above, the following general comments 
can also be made:

 • Power handling: The maximum RF power is pri-
marily limited by two phenomena: nonlinear elec-
tromechanical coupling [23], [34]–[36] and RF gas 
discharge [37]–[39]. Nonlinear electromechanical 
coupling is a direct consequence of the fact that 
the RF MEMS tuners in evanescent-mode resona-
tors are subject to both bias-induced (electrostatic 
or piezoelectric) and RF voltage-induced forces. 
For low power levels this coupling is not signifi-
cant. However, when the RF power approaches 
the 0.5–10 W level (for filters with over 2:1 tuning 
range and reasonable bias voltages in the 100–200 
V range), this coupling becomes significant and 
results in a bifurcated frequency response. RF 
gas discharge is not as well understood and more 
research is required to establish solid design cri-
teria. Existing results suggest that these filters 
can handle several W of RF power before RF gas 
discharge becomes important [35].

 • Linearity: Evanescent-mode filters are, in gen-
eral, very linear filters with IIP3 levels in excess 
of 50 dBm [34]. Similarly to power handling, 
however, linearity depends on the filter topol-
ogy as well. Most of the filters that have been 
designed today have not optimized their topol-
ogy to achieve the maximum possible power 
handling and linearity by equalizing the RF 
voltages of their individual resonators. Con-
sequently, it is expected that few resonators 
of a particular filter topology will determine 
the power handling and linearity of the filter. 
Future research efforts can investigate func-
tionality and adaptivity versus linearity and 
power handling tradeoffs.

 • Vibration: Vibration and shock considerations 
become important in evanescent-mode filters due to 
the potential microphonics effects. Recent research 
[40]–[42] has shown that vibration levels of 1–2 g 
could result in sideband levels of 40–50 dBc depend-
ing on the design. However, significant improve-
ment by at least 25-dB can be achieved by properly 
modifying the applied bias signal to counteract the 
vibration effects [42]. Additional research is needed 
to optimize these counteracting mechanisms and 
potentially include them in closed-feedback loops 
particularly in systems suffering from strong vibra-
tion effects.

 • Tuning speed: Tuning speed is primarily limited 
by the mass of a tuner, its aerodynamic damp-
ing, and the applied bias waveform. Relatively 
large membranes with diameters of over 1 mm 
typically result in tuning speeds of over 100–200 
ns. This speed can be substantially reduced to 
less than 10 ns (actuation time) and 60 ns (release 
time) if the membrane is replaced by an array of 
small beams and the appropriate bias waveform 
is applied [43]. Although this does not substan-
tially impact the resonator’s quality factor, it 
typically results in reduced tuning range due to 
the smaller beam deflections. Further research 
is required to achieve lower speeds and/or 
improve the tuning range for fast tuners. While 
it may not be possible to approach the speed 
of solid-state varactor-tuned filters [46], it will 
likely become comparable to the one provided 
by fast RF MEMS switches for the same tuning 
range [47] with the additional advantage of sig-
nificantly higher Q.

While the above comments show the interdepen-
dence of the major filter characteristics, they also 
underline the fact that there is room for design trad-
eoffs to simultaneously achieve the desired filter 
characteristics.
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